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Abstract 

Water seepage has been numerically simulated in heterogeneous fractures, which were 

conceptualized as two-dimensional heterogeneous porous media. Flow was found to proceed in 

dendritic patterns along preferential paths, giving rise to such features as localized pending and 

bypassing. Limited parameter variation studies have shown strong dependence of seepage patterns 

on fracture permeability and applied flow rate. The temporal evolution of seeps proceeds on a vast 

range of time scales. This casts doubt on the applicability of steady-state concepts for water 

migration in thick unsaturated zones of fractured rock where infiltration is episodic. An 

approximate invariance of seepage behavior was derived for simultaneous space-and-time scaling. 

Numerical simulation experiments have confirmed this invariance, as well as its limits of 

applicability. 

Introduction 

Seepage of water in isothermal conditions in variably saturated media is usually described 

with Richards' equation 

i.e = div[KVh] 
dt 

(1), 

where t is time, e is specific moisture content, K is hydraulic conductivity, and h is hydraulic 

head. Eq. (1) may be re-written in multiphase notation, as follows (Oldenburg and Pruess, 1993) 

(2). 
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Here, <I> is porosity, sl is liquid (water) saturation, PI is liquid density, k is absolute permeability, 

krl is relative permability, g is acceleration of gravity, Jli is viscosity, P1 = P gas + P cap is liquid 

phase pressure, and z is the vertical coordinate (positive upward). Approximations implicit in 

Richards' equation include that the gas phase acts as a passive bystander during water flow, with 

negligible pressure changes, and that water density and viscosity are constant. Further implied are 

all the approximations that are inherent in (multiphase extensions of) Darcy's law, such as absence 

of inertial effects, and applicability of relative permeability and capillary pressure concepts. Also 

implied is volume averaging on some scale, although Eqs. (1) and (2) do not spell out what the 

spatial scale of volume averaging is. 

For heterogeneous media, the hydrologic parameters (k, <j>, Pcap• ... ) areexpected to show 

random spatial variation with certain correlation structures, and Eqs. ( 1, 2) are stochastic partial 

differential equations (PDEs). The present paper focusses on permeability heterogeneity in the 

fracture plane. This is believed to be the dominant control on seepage behavior, although spatial 

variability may also be present in the functional relationships between relative permeability, 

capillary pressure, and liquid saturation. The transient evolution of saturation (or, equivalently, 

liquid pressure) in response to certain applied boundary conditions, and sinks and sources, will 

reflect the heterogeneity of the underlying porosity and permeability distribution. For many 

applications, such as for assessment of contaminant migration and the performance of waste 

repositories, we are interested not in the spatial and temporal details of flow but only in flow 

· properties averaged over certain scales. A fundamental question then arises: can such averages be 

derived from an average saturation field S1(x,t), obtained by solving some simplified form of Eq. 

(2) with volume-averaged coefficients, or do we need to tackle the much more difficult problem of 

solving Eq. (2) with detailed representation of heterogeneity, perhaps for many realizations, and 

then average the results? Noting that the relative permeability and capillary pressure relationships in 

Eq. (2) usually are highly non-linear, we expect that flow behavior and saturation distributions 

calculated by averaging the heterogeneous porosity and permeability fields, and spatially variable 

boundary and sink/source conditions, may be quite different from averages obtained for ensembles 

of heterogeneous fields. It has also been shown that volume averaging will in general not only give 

rise to effective "upscaled" parameters, but may give rise to the emergence of novel "effective 

processes" which do not necessarily have a small-scale counterpart (Pruess, 1994, 1995). 

Accordingly it appears that averaging the inputs into Eq. (2) will, in general, not be a viable 

approach for obtaining averages for the outputs. 

The conventional approach to describing the seepage of (aqueous or non-aqueous) liquids 

in partially saturated fractured media employs macroscale continuum concepts (Peters and 
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.Klavetter, 1988). Large-scale volume averaging is used for homogenizing heterogeneous fracture 

and matrix permeabilities, and to average out spatially variable infiltration rates applied at the 

system boundary, e.g., at the land surface, or at lithologic contacts between porous and fractured 

units. On the basis of these volume-averaged concepts, water migration along sub-vertical fractures 

is then typically predicted as proceeding in the form of smooth sheets, and being subject to strong 

imbibition effects into the partially saturated rock matrix (Nitao and Buscheck, 1991; Wang and 

Narasimhan, 1993; Eaton et al., 1996). 

There is mounting evidence for non-volume-averaged behavior from field sites with thick 

unsaturated zones. At Yucca Mountain, Nevada, elevated levels of ~omb pulse 36Cl have been 

found at several hundred meters depth, indicating that water was able to migrate from the land 

surface to these horizons over time periods not exceeding a few decades (Liu et al., 1995). At 

nearby Rainier Mesa, persistent highly localized flow of water from fractures into drifts was 

observed at depths of several hundred meters beneath the land surface (Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory, 1991; Wang et al., 1993). Typically, only portions of fractures carried water, and the 

chemical composition of water obtained from fractures was substantially different from that of 

water samples extracted from the nearby rock matrix. At the Superior mine in Arizona, water 

inflow from fractures into mine drifts at several hundred meter depth varied with precipitation at the 

surface, with a lag time of only a few months (D. Chesnut, private communication, 1996). At a 

field site in the Negev desert, Israel, man-made tracers were observed to rapidly migrate across a 

thick unsaturated zone of fractured chalk (Nativ et al., 1995). All these observations indicate that 

water is able to migrate downward rather rapidly along localized preferential flow paths through 

fracture networks in partially saturated rocks, without being imbibed into the rock matrix. 

Localized preferential flow of water along non-horizontal fractures has also been observed in 

laboratory experiments, and has been modeled using percolation theory concepts (Nicholl et al., 

1993; Glass, 1993; Nicholl et al., 1994; Geller and Pruess, 1995). 

Recognizing that fast water flow along localized preferential paths may play an important 

role in unsaturated fractured rock, several researchers have suggested to abandon continuum-type 

treatments based on PDEs such as Eq. (1), and have proposed to instead conceptualize unsaturated 

flow in heterogeneous fractured media as a stochastic distributions of localized seeps (Gauthier et 

al., 1992; Gauthier, 1994; Chesnut, 1992, 1994). In the cited references, distributions of seeps 

were introduced in an ad hoc fashion. The objective of the present work is to propose and explore 

a continuum-based mechanistic model for localized seeps and their properties. Fractures are 

conceptualized as two-dimensional heterogeneous porous media (Pruess et al., 1990a; Pruess and 

Tsang, 1990). We assume that Richards' equation and its implied approximations, such as 
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applicability of relative permeability and capillary pressure concepts, are valid for such media on a 

scale of 0.1 - 1 m. High-resolution numerical simulations of unsaturated flow are then performed 

in which we explicitly consider fracture heterogeneity on a sub-meter scale. The TOUGH2 code 

was used for the simulations, augmented with a set of preconditioned conjugate gradient solvers 

(Moridis and Pruess, 1995) and a special fluid property module 'EOS9' for Richards' equation 

(Pruess, 1994). 

Heterogeneous Fractures 

Natural rock fractures are expected to encompass a vast variety of aperture distributions. 

The present work focuses on "small" fractures in hard rocks, such as tuffs, basalts, granites, or 

graywackes. Aspects of fracture aperture distribution that are believed to be essential for replicating 

natural features include (a) the presence of asperity contacts, where the fracture walls touch, (b) a 

more or less gradual change towards larger apertures away from the asperities, (c) small-scale 

fracture wall roughness, and (d) finite-size spatial correlation length among apertures (Wang and 

Narasimhan, 1985; Pruess and Antunez, 1995). 

A synthetic heterogeneous permeability field that can represent a fracture is obtained by 

means of the turning bands method, as implemented by Tompson ( 1989). This method requires a 

log-normal distribution of coefficients, given by 

f(~) = 1 exp(- (In(~)-< In(~)> )2 J 
~ (J ..J2it 2 (J2 -

(3). 

The particular lognormal distribution shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to parameters of <In(~)> = 1, 

standard deviation cr = 1.5. Using 10,000 ~-coefficients randomly picked from the distribution Eq. 

(3), a two-dimensional rectangular grid of lOOxlOO coefficients ~ij is then generated as a spatially

correlated stochastic field, with spatial correlation lengths of 1 grid unit in the horizontal direction, 

0.5 in the vertical. The log-normal distribution has zero probability for the value ~ = 0, hence 

cannot represent asperity contacts. To achieve the desired asperity contacts (regions of zero ·. 

permeability), the log-normally distributed coefficients ~ij are "shifted" according to 

r.. --7 r .. ' = max(r .. - ~ 0) "=>IJ "=>IJ "=>IJ ' (4). 

The ~ij' coefficients are then attached to a finite difference grid of 100x100 = 10,000 square blocks 

of 0.2 m length, each of which is assigned a permeability kij = ~ij' x kref, where reference 
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permeability is typically chosen as kref = 10-9m2. The capillary pressure functions are scaled along 

with permeability on a grid-block-by-grid-block basis according to Pcap ~ Pcap' = Pcapl...f (~ij') 

(Leverett, 1941). 

For the flow simulations reported here the shift ~ was chosen as 1, which resulted in a 

fraction of 26.4 % of the permeability modifiers ~ij· being equal to 0, corresponding to asperity 

contacts (Fig. 2). This fraction of fracture wall contact area is considered reasonable, based on 

analyses of fracture wall coatings from Yucca Mountain (Wang and Narasimhan, 1993). For a 

reference permeability of 10-9 m2, the corresponding parallel-plate hydraulic aperture 

(Witherspoon et al., 1980) is b = ...f ( 12 k) = .1 095 mm. It is well known that in natural rough

walled rock fractures the "volumetric aperture" (defined as fracture void volume per unit surface 

area) is considerably larger than the hydraulic aperture, often by orders of magnitude (Abelin et al., 

1987). This is explained by the fact that fracture permeability is controlled by the smallest apertures 

(largest flow resistance), while fracture void volumes are dominated by the largest apertures. We 

do not use a parallel-plate concept, but instead model the fracture as a two-dimensional 

' : heterogeneous porous medium. Seepage behavior is determined, generally speaking, by an 

interplay between permeability heterogeneity, capillary pressure and relative permeability effects, 

and spatial variations in volumetric aperture. Permeability heterogeneity and associated variations 

, ' in strength of capillary pressures are expected to be the dominant control on seepage behavior. 

' , 

Accordingly, we neglect possible spatial variations in fracture volumetric aperture in this study, 

except that in regions of zero permeability apertures were assumed to be zero. The fracture is 

represented as a 10 mm thick domain of "large" permeability, sandwiched between tight matrix 

rock. Intrinsic porosity of the fracture is chosen as <1> = 0.35, corresponding to a volumetric 

aperture of 3.5 mm. For a reference permeability of kref = 10-9m2, the permeability-thickness 

product of the fracture is 10-11 m3, or 10 darcy-meters. Analysis of barometric pressure 

propagation suggests that such values are reasonable for fractures in welded tuffs at Yucca 

Mountain, (R. Ahlers, private communication, 1996). 

Matrix permeability of unfractured welded tuffs is typically of order 10-18 m2 ( 1 

microdarcy) or lower. This is very small in comparison to typical permeabilities of tens or 

hundreds of darcies ( 10-9 - 10-7 m2) in the fracture plane. Thus, rock matrix permeability will have 

little impact on seepage behavior over shorter time periods (days), although water imbibition into 

the rock matrix may be an important long-term effect. This paper is mainly concerned with flow of 

injected water in the fracture plane over relatively short time periods (days); accordingly, matrix 

permeability was neglected. 
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Flow Simulations 

The flow simulations were carried out by injecting water at various time-independent rates 

at the top of the fracture shown in Fig. 2. Injection was made over different 1 m intervals, 

corresponding to five neighboring grid blocks, centered at distances of, respectively, 6.5, 8.5, 

10.5, and 12.5 m from the left boundary of the fracture. Injection at a prescribed rate into a 

heterogeneous medium raises some non-trivial issues. In our case it would not be acceptable to 

simply distribute the desired injection rate uniformly over the grid blocks adjacent to the injection 

boundary. Indeed, because of the strong heterogeneities present some of the injection blocks may 

be unable to take a 115 share of the total injection rate without large and unphysical pressure 

excursions. We accomplish injection by attaching an additional injection grid block of 1 m 

·· horizontal length and "average" permeability (see below) to the top of the fracture at the desired 

injection interval. As water is injected at a prescribed rate into this block, water saturation will 

increase and outflow into the fracture blocks beneath the injection block will take place. The 

outflow will in general partition non-uniformly among the fracture blocks. After steady flow 

conditions are reached near the injection interval, the injection block will remain in conditions of 

constant water saturation and capillary pressure. Thus, after a rapid initial transient, the boundary 

conditions at the top of the fracture will be constant capillary pressure over the injection interval, 

even though the boundary condition specified for the injection block is "constant rate." 

I 
Lateral boundaries were "no flow," and at the bottom a unit head gradient boundary 

condition was imposed. This is the condition that would develop, ~n average, if we had specified 
' the fracture to be of much larger vertical length, situated "far" above the water table (beyond the 

capillary fringe). In other words, the bottom unit head gradient boundary condition enables us to \ 

model flow in a fracture of finite vertical extent, without unphysical finite-size effects propagating 

upwards from the bottom boundary. The unit head gradient condition was enforced by effectively 

giving the bottom row of grid blocks infinite volume, and turning off the capillary pressure 

gradient term when computing flow into these blocks. Recen:t theoretical and experimental work 
I 

suggests that relative permeability and capillary pressure behavior of fractures is similar to that of 

highly permeable media with intergranular porosity (Pruess and Tsang, 1990; Firoozabadi and 

Hauge, 1990; Persoff and Pruess, 1995). Accordingly we used the customary van Genuchten 

correlations, with parameters chosen as for coarse sands (see Figs. 3, 4; van Genuchten, 1980; 

Pruess, 1996). Initial water saturation in the fracture was specified at the irreducible level of S1 = " 

S1r = 0.15, so that all additional water introduced into the fracture would be mobile. A smaller 

value for the parameter S1r was specified in the capillary pressure as compared to the relative 

permeability function, to avoid the unphysical behavior of P cap -7 -oo as kr1 -7 0. A summary of 

problem specifications appears in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Parameters for heterogeneous fracture flow simulations. 

Reference permeability kref = 10-9 m2 

Porosity <I>= 0.35 

Relative Permeability 
van Genuchten function ( 1980) 

kri = g {1-(1-[s'tA rr s* = (SI -Sir )/(1- Sir) 

irreducible water saturation Sir= 0.15 
exponent ').. = 0.457 

Capillary pressure 
van Genuchten function ( 1980) 

Pcap = -(pwgfa) ([s*rl/t. -1}-t. s* = (SI -Sir )/(1- Sir) 

irreducible water saturation Sir= 0.0 
exponent ').. = 0.457 
strength coefficient a= 50 m-i 

Initial Water Saturation si = o.1s 

Temperature 20 ·c 
Water density 998.3 kgfm3 
Water viscosity 1.00 x I0-3 Pa.s 

For comparison, we also simulated injection into a homogeneous fracture, with absolute 

horizontal and vertical permeabilities equal to that of the heterogeneous fractures. The overall 

average permeability of the (lOOxlOO block) heterogeneous fracture was "measured" by numerical 

simulation, as follows. Two rows of grid blocks were attached to the top and bottom, respectively, 

of the heterogeneous fracture. Fully saturated conditions with constant-pressure boundaries were 

then specified in these rows, and a flow simulation was run to steady state. Vertical permeability 

was calculated from the steady flow rate and applied pressure drop, using Darcy's law. An 

analogous procedure was applied to obtain horizontal permeability, attaching two columns of grid 

blocks to the left and right edges of the heterogeneous fracture. Values of kh = .69 x kref , kv = .36 

x kref were obtained for the horizontal and vertical permeabilities, respectively, which were then 

used in the homogeneous fracture simulations. 

Results and Discussion 

Results of our simulations are presented in Figs. 5- 14. To provide a comparison case for 

the heterogeneous fracture we first present results for the homogeneous medium (Fig. 5). This is 
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seen to produce a featureless seep in which water migrates straight downward under gravity, with 

lateral broadening due to capillary effects. Breakthrough at the bottom boundary (depth of -19.5 m) 

occurs after 23.81 hours, but the seep continues to broaden on a very slow time scale. The 

evolution following breakthrough is a very slow process, and becomes ever slower as time 

progresses. Our simulations show that noticeable differences to steady state remain even after 1 os 
years. 

Figure 6 shows simulated seeps in the heterogeneous fracture for a reference injection rate 
' 

of I0-3 kg/s, reference permeability of 10-9 m2, at the time o~ breakthrough at the bottom 

boundary. The seeps are quite different in appearance but share common features. Flow generally 

proceeds in narrow vertical or sub-vertical fingers. Several flow paths can develop from localized 

injection. These can either merge again or remain separate as water continues to migrate 

downward. Perched water bodies develop at asperity contacts which are associated with significant 

effects of bypassing and lateral displacements. Breakthrough times at 19.5 m depth vary from 

14.40 to 24.19 hours, corresponding to average velocities of seep advancement from 0.81 to 1.35 

rnlhr (see Table 2). Lateral displacement over the 19.5 m vertical migration distance varies from 

-7.5 m to+ 1.0 m. 

Table 2. Simulated results for seeps in heterogeneous fracture. 

Seep #I #2 #3 #4 

Injection point distance (m) 6.5 8.5 10.5 12.5 

Breakthrough time at 19.5 m 16.25 14.40 24.19 15.75 depth (hours) 

Average seep velocity (mlhr) 1.20 1.35 0.81 1.24 

Lateral displacement at -3.5 -5.5 -7.5 +1.0 
breakthrough (m)t 

t positive when displacement is to the right of the injection point, negative otherwise 

There is a general tendency for the vertical advancement of seeps to slow down with time 

(Fig. 7). However, the behavior of seeps # 1 and # 2 near breakthrough shows that this is not 

always the case. Three of the four heterogeneous seeps advance considerably faster than the 

homogeneous seep. Seep # 3 is an exception; it is the slowest to break through because it splits 

into two separate parts, both of which carry comparable amounts of fluid. Related to the rate of 

downward advance of the seeps are changes in their average width (Fig. 8). For the homogeneous 
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seep, average width increases monotonically with vertical migration distance. This is generally 

although by no means universally true also for the heterogeneous seeps. Average liquid saturation 

in the homogeneous seep stabilizes after early-time transients (Fig. 9). The heterogeneous seeps go 

through rather significant and not necessarily monotonic changes, before settling down to average 

water saturations rather close to that of the homogeneous seep. 

Although our sample of heterogeneous seeps is far too small to draw statistically valid 

conclusions, it appears that the heterogeneous seeps tend to behave quite differently than the seep 

calculated for a volume-averaged permeability field, advancing downward more rapidly, and 

having a smaller fracture wall interface area. Also, the heterogeneous seeps experience significant 

lateral displacement. It appears that the homogeneous seep cannot represent the average behavior of 

the heterogeneous seeps. 

At a two orders of magnitude larger reference permeability of I0-7 m2 the seeps have 

generally smaller water saturations, because the imposed flow rate can be carried at lower relative 

· 1 permeability (Fig. 10). There is also less broadening of the seeps, due to the weaker capillary 

pressures. Both effects diminish the amount of water that needs to be injected to achieve 

breakthrough at the bottom. Vertical migration velocities for the four seeps are increased by factors 

of 2.34, 1.96, 2.09, and 2.67 in comparison to the k = I0-9 m2 case. It is seen that the speedups 

are quite different for the different seeps; the seep that is fastest at k = 10-9 m2 is only the third to 

break through at k = 10-7m2. Seep# 3 broke through at a lateral displacement of- 7.5 m fork= 

' ., 

' I 

' ' 

IQ-9 m2, whereas at k = 10-7m2 lateral displacement at breakthrough is + 3.0 m. From these 

comparisons it is obvious that the same underlying heterogeneity structure can produce quite 

different seeps at different values of reference permeability. 

Capillary effects remain quite significant even at a large reference permeability of k = 10-7 

m2, as can be seen by arbitrarily setting Pcap = 0 fork= 10-7m2, which gives rise to much 

narrower fingering flow (Fig. 11 ). In addition overall shape and direction of the seep is affected; 

neglecting capillary pressure effects changes the lateral displacement at breakthrough from + 1.0 m 

to + 4.8 m. Breakthrough time is shortened by 7.0 %; the surprisingly small magnitude of this 

effect is explained by the observation that on the different course taken for P cap = 0, the seep 

actually develops another ponded region (near- 18m depth), which slows its vertical propagation. 

In general we expect that vertical advancement of seeps may be considerably faster when capillary 

pressures are weak. 
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While breakthrough at the bottom boundary occurs in a matter of hours, the seeps continue 

to evolve over a hierarchy of time scales. 5.8 days after start of injection, seep# 4 has developed a 

strong left branch (Fig. 12). After 115.7 days a third branch has evolved in the lower third of the 

domain, and considerable broadening towards the left has occurred near - 5 m depth. Comparison 

with the saturation distribution at 31.7 years indicates that additional minor saturation increases and 

broadening of the seep are continuing (see also Fig. 13). For a water-bearing fracture in a thick 

unsaturated zone, infiltration rates would be expected, depending on the depth of a particular 

fracture relative to the land surface, to vary in response to precipitation events on considerably 

shorter time scales. The slow time scales observed in our simulations suggest, then, that naturally 

occurring seeps should not as a rule be expected to having attained steady-state flow conditions. 

Fig. 14 illustrates the rate dependence of a particular seep. As injection rates are increased 

by successive factors of 10, from I0-4 kg/s to I0-1 kg/s, water saturations generally become larger. 

There are also striking changes in appearance. Increasing the injection rate tends to diminish lateral 

fingering flow, with the q = 1 Q-2 kg/s seep most closely resembling the appearance observed for a 

homogeneous medium (cf. Fig. 5). When injection rate is increased beyond I0-2 kg/s, lateral 

branching again becomes stronger. This indicates that heterogeneous unsaturated media tend to 

behave most strongly heterogeneous at large and small water saturations, while behaving less 

heterogeneous at intermediate water saturations (cf. Birkhoelzer and Tsang, manuscript in 

preparation, 1996). 

Behavior under Space and Time Scaling 

In connection with waste isolation problems, an assessment of water seepage in 

heterogeneous fractures is often required for space and time scales far larger than what is accessible 

through laboratory experimentation and field observation. It is of interest, therefore, to examine the 

dependence of seepage behavior on the space and time scales involved (Geller and Pruess, 1995; 

Pruess, 1995). This can be conveniently done by considering a discretized version of Richards' 

equation, Eq. (2). Using integral finite differences for space and first-order finite differences for 

time, a space-and-time discretized version of Eq. (2) for an arbitrary reservoir subdomain (grid 

block) n can be written as follows (Pruess, 1991) 

(5). 

Here, LThin is the change in the accumulation term over time step ~t = tk+l - tk, 
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(6). 

V n is the volume of the grid block, and Anm is the interface area between grid blocks n and m. The 

summation in Eq. (5) extends over all grid blocks m that are connected to n. Fnm is a finite 

difference approximation for the flux from grid block m into n, given by 

Fnm (7). 

The subscript 'nm' denotes appropriately weighted quantities pertaining to the interface between n 

and m. Dnm is the nodal distance, and gnm is the component of gravitational acceleration along the 

line from m to n. Qn is the total sink/source rate in grid block n. 

Let us now specialize to a 2-D vertical section with coordinates x (horizontal) and z 

(vertical), and consider the following simultaneous transformation of space and time coordinates, 

t -7 t' =At ·t 

x -7 x'=Ax·X 

z -7 z' = Az·Z 

(8). 

In this paper we strictly limit the discussion to the properties of Richards' equation under the 

scaling of Eq. (8). We do not address the broader issue of how the scaling of space coordinates 

may affect the appropriate averaging scales to be used for the definition of hydrologic properties of 

geologic media. Under the transformation Eq. (8), subdomain volumes V n scale by AxAz, so that 

the coefficient (/J.t!V n) in front of flow and sink/source terms in Eq. (5) scales by 'At.IAxAz· Scaling 

behavior is different for horizontal and vertical areas, and is also different for gravity-driven flow 

as compared to capillary- or pressure-driven flow. Interface areas Anm for horizontal and vertical 

flow scale by Az and Ax, respectively. From Eq. (7) it is seen that the gravity (body force) flux 

term remains unchanged under the scaling Eq. (8), while pressure and capillary-driven fluxes scale 

with nodal distance Dnm as 1/"-x and 1/'Az for horizontal and vertical components, respectively. The 

resulting scaling coefficients for horizontal and vertical components of flow terms corresponding to 

different flow mechanisms are shown in Table 3. 
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We are interested in determining the conditions, if any, for which Eq. (5) would be 

invariant under the simultaneous space-and-time scaling of Eq. (8). For an invariance to hold, the 

scale factors in Eq. (8) must be chosen in such a way that the scaling coefficients given in Table 3 

Table 3. Scaling coefficients for flow equations. 

flow component horizontal vertical 

flow mechanism 

capillarity, pressure /...tf'),x2 A.ti'A.z2 

gravity --- A.ti'A.z 

are all equal to 1. This would assure that changes Llhln in the accumulation terms calculated from 

Eq. (5) would be the same in the scaled as in the original system, grid block for grid block and 

time step for time step, so that fluid distributions would evolve in identical fashion. Inspection of 

Table 3 shows that it is not possible to achieve scaling invariance simultaneously for vertical flows 

under (capillary) pressure and gravity forces. Indeed, the former would demand AtiA.z2 = 1, 

whereas the latter would require 'A.tl/...z = 1, which conditions can be satisfied simultaneously only 

for the trivial case 'A.z = 1. Therefore, generally speaking, flow processes involving these different 

driving forces will not possess any scaling invariance but will evolve differently on different 

scales. However, an approximate scaling invariance may still hold when liquids percolate 

downward in an unsaturated medium of "relatively high" permeability. In this case (sub-)vertical 

flows will be primarily driven by gravity, and capillary and pressure effects on vertical flows may 

be small. An approximate invariance would then be expected to hold when scaling in such a 

fashion that Ati'A.x2 = 1 and 'A.ti'A.z = 1, i.e., 

(9). 

Thus, the vertical length scale and the time scale need to be stretched by the square of the 

horizontal scale factor. Under the scaling of Eq. (9), vertical flow contributions from capillary and 

pressure effects would not be invariant, but would change by a factor A.tiJ...z2 = 11/...z = 11A.x2· This 

relationship shows that, if indeed capillary and pressure effects on vertical flows are small in the 

initial (unsealed) system, they will be even smaller under upscaling (Ax > 1). However, under 

downscaling (Ax < 1) these terms will increase in magnitude relative to the gravity term, suggesting 

that the approximate scaling invariance of Eq. (9) will eventually break down when scaling down 

to "sufficiently" small systems. 
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A number of numerical simulation experiments have been performed to test the approximate 

scaling invariance postulated in Eq. (9). We applied scale factors of Ax= 5 and 115, respectively, 

simultaneously scaling spatial dimensions and time according to Eq. (9). The spatial scaling 

changes the 20 m x 20 m heterogeneous fracture of Fig. 2 into 100 m x 500 m (Ax = 5) and 4 m x 

0.8 m (Ax = 115), respectively. Source (injection) rates were scaled by AtiAxAz = 11Ax (cf. the 

discussion following Eq. (8)). Results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, and Table 4. Upscaling by a 

factor Ax = 5 produces seepage patterns that are so close to the original as to be virtually 

indistinguishable in all cases (compare Figs. 6 and 15). The almost exact mimicking of even small

scale details in saturation distributions between the original and the scaled system demonstrates the 

Table 4. Scaling behavior of simulated seeps. 

Seep #1 #2 #3 #4 

Upscaling by Ax= 5.0 

Breakthrough time at 15.87 14.84 24.95 16.53 
487.5 m depth (days) 

Average seepage velocity (rnlhr) 1.28 1.37 0.81 1.23 

Downscaling by Ax= 0.2 

Breakthrough time at 55.67 51.95 71.65 58.14 
0.78 m depth (min) 

Average seepage velocity (rnfhr) 0.84 0.90 0.65 0.80 

excellent validity of the approximate scaling relationship Eq. (9) for this case. This is also borne 

out by a comparison of the average seepage velocities, see Tables 2 and 4. A different picture 

emerges for downscaling by a factor of Ax= 1/5. Comparison of Fig. 16 with Fig. 6 shows that, 

while overall seepage patterns are similar, there are very visible and significant differences. 

Regions of large water saturation tend to be more extensive in the downscaled system, and overall 

water saturations tend to be larger. This leads to seepage velocities that are typically 30 % slower 

(see Table 4). It is evident that capillary effects on vertical flow have become significant for the 

small-scale system shown in Fig. 16, so that the scaling relationship Eq. (9) is a rather poor 

approximation in this case. 
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Validity of Scaling Invariance 
We now attempt to quantify the limitations of the approximate scaling in variance, Eq. (9). 

Consider gravity-driven seepage in a homogeneous fracture inclined at an angle a relative to the 

vertical. From Darcy's law, in a fracture with vertical permeability kv the downward advancement 

of a seep under unit head gradient conditions will proceed with a velocity 

(10). 

In writing Eq. (10) we have assumed that the fracture initially is at irreducible water saturation S1r. 

As the seep advances it is affected by capillary forces. These are diffusive in nature, corresponding 

to second-order space derivatives in the governing Eq. (2). Over a time period t, diffusive 

propagation occurs over a distance (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) 

l = -fDt (11), 

where 

D = kref krl dP cap 

<I>~I dSI 
(12) 

is the effective unsaturated diffusivity at reference permeability kref (Pruess et al., 1990b). The time 

required for a seep to advance over a domain of vertical length L is t = L/v. The diffusive 

propagation from capillary effects during this time will be given by 

l = ~DL/v (13). 

In order for scaling in variance to hold, we require that l!L << 1, or 

= fE" << 1 
L Y~L 
l 

(14). 

The group D/vL is an inverse Peclet number. Both diffusivity D and advective velocity v increase 

strongly with increasing liquid saturation (Figs. 17, 18). For the homogeneous fracture the 

seepage velocity was approximately 1 rnlhr (Fig. 5), which according to Fig. 18 is reached at a 

liquid saturation of S1 = 0.62. This is considerably larger than the average saturation of the 
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homogeneous seep (cf. Fig. 9), but it is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 5; indeed, 

downward advancement of the seep is determined by the inner region of larger S1. From Eqs. (10, 

12), the group D/v for a vertical fracture is given by 

D = kref SI- Sir dP cap 

v kv PI g dSI 
(15), 

which for the parameters chosen here (see Table 1) is only weakly dependent on saturation in the 

range 0.2 ~ S1 ~ 0.95 (Fig. 19). Using a typical (and insensitive) value of D/v = 0.11 m at the 

saturation level of interest, the parameter group of Eq. (14) takes on the values shown in Table 5 

for the three scaled fractures. 

Table 5. Scale dependence of capillary to gravity effects on seepage. 

Ax L(m) ilL= -JD! vL 

0.2 0.8 0.371 

1 20 0.074 

5 500 0.015 

It is seen that the ratio of capillary to gravity effects is small (ilL<< 1) for A.x = 1 and 5, but not for 

Ax = 0.2, which explains the observed scale invariance for the former, and the lack of scale 

invariance for the latter. 

The above derivation and discussion emphasized the time-dependent competition between 

gravity and capillary effects on downward advective flows, and is only applicable to transient 

behavior. Continued application of infiltration at the top of the fracture, beyond the time required 

for the seep to break through at the bottom boundary, will cause the seepage pattern to change (see 

Fig. 12) in ways that will not be invariant under the constraint Eq. (9). Indeed, as steady state is 

approached time will no longer be a factor, rendering Eq. (9) inapplicable. 

In closing we emphasize that the scaling relationship Eq. (9), where applicable, will hold 

only for media with self-affine heterogeneity structure, where the heterogeneous permeability fields 

scale by factors Ax and Az in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Practically, a 

mathematically rigorous scaling of heterogeneous permeability fields with A.z = Ax2 could possibly 

be achieved for a man-made machined specimen, but will never be realized for natural fractures. 
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However, many naturally occurring geometries are self-similar or self-affine fractals (Mandelbrot, 

1983), and rock fractures may also have such properties (Brown and Scholz, 1985; Wang et al., 

1988; Nolte et al., 1989). Heterogeneous fractures on different scales may represent different 

realizations of the same or a similar heterogeneity structure. Accordingly, for natural fracture 

systems Eq. (9) should be interpreted in a conceptual rather than a quantitative sense, suggesting a 

possible relationship between transient seepage patterns on different scales. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Recent advances in numerical simulation capabilities make possible fully transient 

simulations of unsaturated flow in highly heterogeneous media, with detailed resolution of small

scale heterogeneity, including transitions between partially and fully saturated conditions locally. 

We have simulated a small number of seeps (4) in a stochastically homogeneous medium, 

observing a range of behavior. The simulations presented here were exploratory in nature; a much 

larger number of realizations should be studied in the future to more fully explore the behavior of 

seeps and determine their statistical features. 

Our limited number of simulations of localized infiltration in a synthetic heterogeneous 

fracture has demonstrated many of the features seen in naturally fractured systems in thick 

unsaturated zones, such as at Rainier Mesa (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1991 ), including flow 

fingering, bypassing, and ponding. The examples studied here suggest that localized infiltration 

can give rise to a variety of behavior, from localized seeps to broad plumes with dispersed flow at 

some depth beneath the infiltration region. Field experiments have shown that flow focussing or 

funneling is possible for seepage in partially saturated heterogeneous media (Kung, 1990a, b). The 

exploration of heterogeneity conditions for which spatially-distributed infiltration could give rise to 

highly localized preferential flows is of considerable practical interest, as such flows could provide 

fast paths for the migration of solutes. 

An approximate invariance of seepage under simultaneous space-and-time scaling was 

theoretically derived. The validity and limitations of this invariance were demonstrated through 

numerical simulations, and through analyses of capillary- and gravity-driven flows. 

Future experimental and numerical studies should investigate different types of · 

heterogeneity structures and a variety of boundary and source conditions, including non-uniform, 

localized infiltration at time-varying rates. Of interest is also the interaction between seeps, and 

between fractures and matrix rock. 
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QA Notice for Yucca Mountain Project 

Software used in the analyses reported here includes (i) TOUGH2, Version 1.11 
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qualified), and (iv) a program for the turning bands method, written by Andrew Tompson of 

LLNL (not qualified). No qualified data were used in the calculations. Therefore, the results 

presented in this report cannot be considered as qualified. 
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Figure 1. Lognormal distribution of permeability modification coefficients for 
synthetic fracture. The shaded region, having an area of 0.264, ends up 
representing asperity contacts after application of the shift given by Eq. (4). 
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Figure 11. Liquid seeps at breakthrough at 19.5 m depth for injection at a constant rate of lQ-3 kg/s 
over a 1 m interval at the top, centered at 12.5 m. Reference permeability is lQ-9 m2 (top) and 
10-7 m2 (middle and bottom). For the seep shown at the bottom, capillary pressure effects 
were neglected. _ 30 _ 
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Figure 12. Liquid seeps for injection at a constant rate of 10-3 kg/s over a 1 m interval at the top, centered at 12.5 m, shown at four 
different times. Reference permeability is 10-9m2. 
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Figure 14. Liquid seeps at time of breakthrough at 19.5 m depth for injection at four different rates over a 1 m interval at the top, centered 
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Figure 15. Liquid seeps shown at the time of breakthrough at a depth of 487 .5 m. Water is injected at a constant rate of 5x10-3 kg/s over 
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Figure 18. Advective seep velocity for gravity-driven flow in a vertical fracture of 
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